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An Imbedding of Qosed Riemann Surfaces
in Eucxroean Space1)

By Adriano M. Garsia, Minneapolis, Minnesota (USA)

Introduction

Let E be a differentiable surface and let

ds2 Edx2 + 2Fdxdy + Gdy2

be a metric on E. Such a metric can be used to introduce a conformai structure

on E. This is a standard construction. The uniformizers are taken to be
the local homeomorphic solutions of the Beltrami équation

w^ fxwz (z x + iy) (1«1)
where

- + VEG - F2

It is well known (see for instance [4]), that the conditions

A) sup \p\<\
T> \ TT1 T7T /~i /**fW A-OLn I Jjj Jj \JT € \j

are sufficient to guarantee the existence of (7n+a+1 local homeomorphic
solutions of (1.1). Using (1.2) the metric can be written in the form

ds2 A | dz + [idz |2

with a suitable A > thus any solution of (1.1) reduces the metric to the simple
form

ds2 A | dw |2

In the following the Riemann surface defined by such a construction based

on a surface E and a metric ds2 will be denoted by E(ds2).
In particular every smooth surface of EucLiDean space can be made into a

Riemann surface in a natural way, that is using the metric induced by the
surrounding EucuDean space to introduce the conformai structure. This ap-

x) The content of this publication was presented at the International Colloquium of Differen-
tial Geometry and Topology held in Zurich June 1960. This work was carried out while the
author was supported by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research (Contract No. AF 49

(638)-857).
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proach is quite old and was already adopted by Beltrami and Klein to
introduce the theory of functions on arbitrary surfaces.

The question has been open for some time whether or not every conformai
type of Riemann surface could be obtained by this procédure from the
surfaces (in the classical sensé) of 3-dimensional space.

If one drops the condition that the surfaces should be "classical" (i.e. at
least C2), then this question (in the compact case) can be given an affirmative
answer. This assertion follows from the results on C1 imbeddings obtained
by J. Nash [13] and extended by N. Kotper [11].

If one drops the dimension restriction on the surrounding space, then the
answer is affirmative, even in the non compact case. As a matter of fact, using
the results of J. Nash in [14] it can be shown that the C00 surfaces already
exhaust ail conformai types. However, the dimensions required are high: 17

for the compact surfaces, 51 for the non compact ones.
In the genus one case some incomplète results using C°° canal surfaces

were recently obtained by myself in [7]. Similar results using algebraic canal
surfaces were again obtained in [8], Finally in [9], using a différent approach,
E. Rodemich and myself were able to show that there exists in EucLiDean
space a C°° model for every conformai type of Riemann surface of genus
one. This resuit can be used (as I will show somewhere else) to construct in
3-space a real algebraic model for every Riemann surface of genus one.

Some interesting results on C°° imbeddings in the higher genus case hâve
been obtained by T. Klotz in [10]. This author is almost sucessful in proving
that the set of Riemann surfaces of a given genus g ^ 2 which can be im-
bedded in EtrcLiDean space is open2) in the Teichmûller topology. Perhaps
we should point out that from some of the results of the présent paper one
obtains the arguments that are needed to complète her proof.

The main resuit of the présent paper is a proof that there exists in EucLiDean
space a conformally équivalent C00 model for every compact Riemann
surface of genus g ^ 2. The methods that we hâve foliowed are essentially an
extension of those in [9]. However, hère certain devices introduced by J. Nash
in [13], together with some results of L. Ahlfobs [2] and L. Bers [3] on
spaces of Riemann surfaces are quite crucial.

We shall leave for a forthcoming publication the question of real algebraic
imbeddings in the higher genus case.

As for the non-compact case, there are some rather interesting resutts (see

[12]), but the imbedding question is still open. However, in this case the
answer is quite likely to be négative.

a) Using the results of Ktjiper it could be shown that it is dense.
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1. Preliminaries on quasiconformal mappings

1.1. Hère and in the foliowing we shall make repeated use of some results
from the theory of quasiconformal mappings. For an introduction to thèse
methods the reader may refer to [2], [3], hère we shall only briefly describe
the material that will be needed.

We recall that an object of Teichmûller space Tg for g > 1 consists of
a topologically characterized Riemann surface. A way to describe this space
for a given g is to choose a fîxed Riemann surface of genus gZ0 and then
consider the set of ail couples (Z, x) consisting of a Riemann surface Z of
genus g and a homeomorphism x of Zo onto Z. Then identify any two
couples (Z, t) and (Z1, x') such that Z can be mapped conformally onto
Z1 in the homotopy class x! x~x.

Teichmûller theorem asserts (see for instance [2]) that given two surfaces

(Z, r) and (Zf, r') then in the same homotopy class of r' x~x there exists
a unique quasiconformal map £ which enjoys of the foliowing properties:
there exists on Z a unique quadratic differential &dz2 defined up to a positive
factor and a similaiiy determined quadratic differential <P'dz'2 on Zf such
that if the map 'r is expressed in the form z1 z' (z) then whenever 0^0

V¥dz' V&dz + k ]/®dz

where 0 ^ k < 1 is constant throughout the surface. Furthermore the zéros
of 0 and &' correspond together with their multiplicities.

Teichmûller defînes
1 + k

log
1 -k

to be the distance between (Z, r) and (Zr, x'). With this Tg becomes a
metric space which can be shown to be homeomorphic to the (Qg — 6) —

dimensional real EucLiDean space.

1.2. To carry out the construction of a Riemann surface sketched in the
introduction one needs less than a metric ds2. As a matter of fact, it is suf-
ficient to hâve a quadratic form which is determined up to a factor of propor-
tionality, i.e. a conformai metric. Furthermore, some of the smoothness
conditions can also be slacked. For instance one can use a quadratic differential
0dz2 of a Riemann surface Z of genus g and use the singular metric

ds2 | V~®dz + k]/0dz |2 for some 0 < k < 1

to define a new Riemann surface Z0k. Perhaps we should point out that
such a metric defines Z0k to be a flat manifold with some mild conical sin-
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gularities of négative generalized intégral curvature (which is always a
multiple of n). In view of Teichmûlleb theorem every conformai type of Rie-
mank surface of genus g can be obtained in this way. And, if 0 is suitably
normalized, each topologically characterized Riemann surface is obtained
only once.

This fact can be used to introduce some very useful coordinate Systems in
Tg. This is done as follows. Let Zo be a Riemann surface of genus g ^ 2.
Let 0l9 02,..., 0n N 3 g — 3 be a basis for the quadratic differentials
of Zq. We can represent each point | of the open unit bail B in 2iV-dimen-
sional real EucLiDean space in the form

where the fi 's are complex numbers satisfying the condition

For each

and

we set

•«-/ttt*.
«-1 Ifl

dz dz

(1.21)

(1.22)

(1.23)

It follows from Teichmûller's restdts that the mapping of B into Tg which
sends f into 20(ds*) is a homeomorphism.

1.3. Let S and S1 be two closed Riemann surfaces of genus g > 2 and
let r be a homeomorphism of 27 onto S1. For our purposes we can restrict
our considérations to mappings which possess everywhere integrable dériva-
tives that may fail to exist only at a finite number of points. Let then PQ be

a point which is not exceptional for r and let PrQ rP0. Let D be a uni-
formizing neighborhood around PQ and set Df xD. We can introduce
local uniformizers w u + iv and w' ur + it?' in D and D' and
express r in the form

The élément of area in D' can be written in the form

du' A dv' 7# A (| wfw |2 - A

Thus the jAOOBian of uf (w) is given by the expression

I2 - i wL (1.31)
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If the mapping is sense-preserving (in the following this will be tacitly assumed)
we shall then hâve

\w'-\<\w'w\. (1.32)

To the mapping r and the coordinates w and w1 we can associate the
expression

f*(w) ^-. (1.33)

Observe that fi(w) is invariant under change of the coordinate wf while
under the change w -> w0 we hâve

dw dw £%A./-^-. (1.34)

Consequently the absolute value | p (w) | is invariant under the change of
coordinate Systems, in other words it is a function defined everywhere in S
except possibly at the exceptional points of r.

We recall that t is called quasiconformal if

The function |^(^)| is called the "exeentricity" of r at w; it is a measure
of distortion from conformality. In fact, m 0 implies that r is conformai
and therefore everywhere regular. The dilatation of t is defined at every
regular point by

Z(ttî) sup J^i/infini. (1.35)r | dw | / | dw |
v

Clearly we hâve

{) (3)
and therefore K(w) is also a function on Z. The map r is quasiconformal
if and only if

KQ sup K(w) < oo

We observe that in terms of \ f*(w)\ we can write the élément of area in D1

in the form
dw' A dwf (1 - | fi |2) | wfw \Hw A dw (1.37)

Suppose now that we hâve a surface 27O and two metrics ds2 and ds'2.
It is easy to see that the identity map on E induces a quasiconformal map
between Z0(ds2) and £0(ds'2). We need an expression for the dilatation of
this map. This is easily obtained* If w and w' are local coordinates on U0(ds2)
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and Z0(ds'2) we shall hâve by définition ds2 X \ dw \2 and ds'2 X' \ dwf |2;
thus we obtain

ds'*

1.4. It will be useful in the following to hâve an estimate for the Teich-
muller distance between two Riemann surfaces Z0(ds2) and EQ(ds'2) from
the knowledge of the dilatation

m \ 1/ ds r ds'2 t xK{w)= ^sup^p/inf-gp (1.41)

To this end we hâve the following

Déformation lcmma. // 0dw2 is the quadratic differential associated with
the extremal quasiconformal map r0 of Z0(ds2) onto Z0(ds'2) which is homo-

topic to the identity in 2J0, Ko is the dilatation of r0 and K(z) is given by

(1.41), ihen the following inequality holds:

where dA# ij2 \ &(w) \ dw A
The proof of this lemma can be obtained, after some routine modifications,

from the arguments usually given in the proof of the uniqueness part of
Teichmûller's theorem (see for instance [3], pages 111-112). We shall there-
fore omit it.

For our purposes it will be necessary to free the right hand side of (1.42)
from the présence of dA0 so as to make the inequality independent of the
surface Z0(ds2). Such a resuit can of course be obtained only in a compact
portion of Teichmûller space. However, before obtaining this modification
of the lemma we need a few preliminary considérations.

1.5. To prove the resuit announced in the introduction, we shall start with
a closed (700 surface 27O of EucLiDean space of a given genus g ^ 2 but
otherwise quite arbitrary, then we shall construct a family of G00, arbitrarily
small, déformations of Zo and show that among thèse there is a eonformally
équivalent model for every Riemann surface of the same genus.

3) In other words dA& dénotes the élément of area on 27O defined by the quadratic differential
z and w dénote local coordinates on Zo and U0(ds2) respectively.
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It will be convenient then to carry out ail our reasoning on the same fixed
surface of three-spaee, which hère and in the following will be referred to as
EQ. We assume that Zo is C°° closed and of genus g > 2. By 27O we shall
also dénote the Riemann surface corresponding to it. We shall introduce once
and for ail a basis &l9 02,..., &n for the quadratic differentials of 27O. And,
in the manner described in section (1.2), we shall define in Tg the coordinate
system associated with 27O and this choice of 0l9 &2,..., &n.

We shall indicate by U the open unit disk of the 2-plane, by U/G, where
G is a FucHsian group, a Poincaré model conformally équivalent to 27O.

We let al9 a2,..., ag ; 6l5 62,..., bg be a canonical basis for the cycles of
27O consisting of C°° curves cutting 27O into a simply connected surface. We
dénote by Xt, /ut the generators of G corresponding to at,bt. We let n
dénote a fundamental région of G bounded by 4gr curves at,bz, ?.ta~1,

ixtb~x, We let X(z) be a conformai map of U onto 27O and suppose that
the vector X_(z) describes Zo as z describes n in such a way that it maps
each at onto at (^a^1 onto a^1) and each bt onto b% {filb^1 onto b^1).

The function X (z) will allow us to use a single parametrization for the
surface 27O. This will be permissible if we restrict ourselves never to cross the
curves at and b%. As a matter of fact ail our déformations of Zo will be
carried out well within n.

We recall (see [3]) that a quantity jn which is bounded away from one and
transforms like (1.34) is called a Beltrami differential. Every metric ds% of
Zo can be written in the form

ds2 A \dz + judz\* (1.51)

where a -=- is a Beltrami differential. Written in terms of z a Beltramir dz
differential in ZQ is generated by and gives origin to a function fi(z) in U
which under each t e G obeys the transformation law

dxz KrtX(152)

To such a function /u (z) we can associate in U the Beltrami équation

w- /uwz. (1.53)

It is known4) that there exist solutions of (1.53) which are homeomorphisms
of U onto itself. We shall dénote by w^(z) the homeomorphic solution of
(1.53) for which

4) Hère and in the following we shall assume as known certain results concerning solutions of
Beltbami équations whose proof can be found in [3] and [6].
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II W(0) 0

It can be shown that w** (z) gives the Poincaré uniformization of the Rie-
mann surface 2*0( | dz + fidz |2).

1.6. We are now in a position to présent the announced modification of
the déformation lemma in a form which will be suitable for our applications.

Let ds2 and ds12 be two metrics on 27O and K(z) be given by (1.41).
Let | and f' dénote the points of B corresponding to the surfaces 270(efe2)

and S0(ds'2). Let § dénote some family of measurable functions defined in
U which is compact with respect to a. e. convergence. We can then prove
the following

Continuîty lemma. For every g, g < 1, 1 < Ko and à > 0 it is possible to

find two constants ea(%, g, KQ, ô) and ek(^9 g, ô) such that if
A) ds2 A\dz + jLidz |2, /u e g and \/i\ < g.
B) There exists a subregion a of n such that area a < ea, K(z) < Ko

a. e. in a, K(z) < 1 + ek a. e. in n — <r, then

Proof. Since the Teichmûller distance and the EucuDean distance in B
are continuous functions of each other and the lemma is to be proved for a

compact (| 11 < g) subset of Tg, we shall replace (1.61) by the inequality

K(ds*,ds'2) <1 + ô (1.62)

where K(ds2, ds12) is to represent the dilatation of the extremal quasicon-
formal map of 2J0(ds2) onto Z0(dsf2) which is homotopic to the identity in

If we apply the déformation lemma together with B), we obtain

< 1 + 6fc + JT,

Thus the lemma will be proved if we can show that the ratio

H\0(w)\dwAdw
JJ| 0(w) \dwAdw (1.63)

can be made arbitrarily small independently of ds2 as long as /* c ^ | [* I

and the area of a is sufficiently small.
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We shall proceed by contradiction. Suppose that we could find a constant
6 > 0, a séquence of surfaces Z0(ds2n) with ds%n An\ dz + jnndz\z and
I Pn I ^ Q> Pn € 2f > a quadratic differential 0n on each Z0(ds^) and a séquence
an of subregions of n such that

1) J| | 0n |
dwn AdW i (we hâve set w*»

— **

2) ^3) area <rn -> 0

Because of our assumptions on g, we can suppose that //n -> p a. e. in
U. Since each pn satisfies (1.52), this will be the case also for /z. Thus yt,

defines a Beltbami differential on 27O, and we can then speak of the Riemann
surface 27O(| dz + f*dz |2). If we let 10 10^, in view of the normalization
(1.54), the following will be true. The séquence of maps wn(z) will converge
towards w(z) uniformly in £7. We shall hâve also (if we sélect a proper sub-

sequence)
wnz -> wz (weakly in L2{U)) (1.64)

Let Gn be the FucHsian group corresponding to Z0(ds^) and wn and let
nn dénote the fundamental région of On image of n. Since the convergence
of wn -> w is uniform, we can find5) a number r > 0 and an integer n0
such that for n > n0 and w0 € nn the inequality

| w — w0 | ^ r
implies that w is in J7 and is not équivalent to wQ under On.

For such a choice of r and n0 if w0 c jrn and n ^ n0, we shall hâve

Thus, in view of 1) we obtain

and 2) becomes

Now, it follows from (1.64) and the définition of wn that the convergence of

B) See [1], section 8.
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w* -> wz is also strong in LZ(U). In fact, first of ail we observe that the
intégrais

n

are uniformly bounded. This, together with (1.64) and the fact that //n -> fi
a. e. in U and \ fin\ ^Q, implies that

| fxn |X* -> I /* l2^* (weakly in L2(C7)) (1.66)
We also hâve

tt\< z
\ A y < j J

17
X — Q U

However,

x A dy < —i-j JJ(1 - | ^n |») | v>: - wz \Hx A dy
X — Q U

2f
~ 2 JJ(1 - | fin |2) Ke wnzwzdx Ady + JJ(1 - | fxn |2) | u;, |«rfa: A dy

u u

Thus in view of (1.64), (1.66) and the properties of wn,w and //n

Km H\w:-w.\*dzAdy^T^{2n
n-^cou Q u (1 67)

Observe then that since | dwn A dwn | < | w" |21 dz A dz \ and | m?* |2 <
t^2\wzl ~wz\2 + 2\wz\2, we hâve

ss
du* A dut* ^ 2 JJ |< - ^ |2^ A dy + 2 tf \ wz \Hx A dy

an
~~~ *l U an

But this inequality together with (1.67), 3), and (1.65) leads to a contradiction.
Thus the lemma is established.

2. Déformations of an imbedded surface

2.1. It will be convenient in the following that we should introduce in the
région n a family of open sets nn and G°° fonctions <pe(z) defined in U
and such that the following conditions are satisfied : for each e ^ s0

1) 7te is contained in the interior of n9

2) if et> e2, then nH D n8l,
3) (pe(z) 1 for z €7te, <p9(z) 0 for znn — n^
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4) Both the area of n — 7te and the distance of each point of the bound-

ary of ne from the boundary of n are less than s.

The main tool used hère to construct the déformations of an imbedded
surface is a saw-tooth shaped C00 function. We shall proceed with its définition.

Let us first construct a function y(x) which is C00 in [0,2], symmetrical
about x 1, and such that

1) y(a?) 1 — | 1 — a; | for | x — 1 | > |.
2) y(x) decreases monotonically to zéro as x increases from | to 1.

Then set
1 — | 1 — a: | for | 1 — x | > 77/2

1 — n + n

Finally, we shall dénote our wave function by vn{x) and shall define it for
ail x by requiring that

1) vn(x + 4) vn(x)

2) »-,(*) y, (*) for 0<z<2
3) vn{x) — yn(x — 2) for 2 < x < 4

2.2. The next tool we shall use to carry out our déformations is due to
Nash (see [13]). We shall introduce it in the spécial form needed for our
applications.

If each matrix
_IE F\
~\FG) (2.21)

is identified with a point of the space of ail triplets (E, F, G), the positive
definite matrices will fill the interior C of the cône defined by the conditions

EQ - J2 0

E,G^0
The positive definite matrices (2.21) for which E + 0 2 fill an ellipse

£ which lies in a plane p perpendicular to the (E, G)-plane, has a major
axis of length \f% lying upon the line E + G 2 of the (E, C?)-plane and
a minor axis of length 1 lying upon the line E 1, G 1.

We can thus write every positive definite matrix y in the form

E + G _
y — yf with y € E
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Further, each matrix y1 e E can be written as a linear combination

We then hâve det y1 1 — A2 — JB2 1 — 02 (0 < 0 < 1) and we can con-
clude that the matrices of £ which hâve a déterminant > 1 — 02 lie in the
interior of an ellipse £e which has the same axes of symmetry as £ and has

major and minor axes 0Vz and 0 respectively.
For each 0 < 1 we shall construct a finite number of matrices

lying on the boundary of £ (for instance equally spaced) and shall détermine
some positive fonctions

defined and C°° for y' in Ea and such that

y' foraU / « Ë9 (2.22)

Clearly such functions 9^ (y') can be constructed as soon as the convex hull
°f Y\ 9 Y2 i • • • 9 Yng contains the ellipse E$ in its interior.

We observe also that since each yt is a degenerate matrix, it can be written
in the form

For convenience we shall introduce the functions y>i(z) defined by setting

VA*) 9nz + gi2y • (2.24)

2.3. Suppose that we are given in U a family of C00 regular metrics

d(% (dxdy)y(z, |) iff\ i7da;2 + 2Fdxdy + (?<fy2 (2.31)

defined for z € U and J c JS whose coefficients together with their derivatives
are continuous in UxB. We shall introduce a process, which is defined
when | is restricted to a compact set, that uses thèse metrics to generate a

family of <7°° déformations of the surface 27O.

Let then G dénote a compact subset of B. Since nxC will also be

compact, a constant 0 can be found such that for ail (z, |) ejïxC we shall
have

±{EG - #2) / (E + G)* > 1 - 02.
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2
For such a choice of 0 the matrix y' ~ y will be contained in Ea.

JU -p Or w

Thus for (2, |) € irâ x C, using (2.22), (2.23), (2.24), we obtain an expression
for da\ as a linear combination of the quadratic forms (dfy^)2, namely

rfo» ^+g Ztf (/) (dWif (2.32)

Since we are going to use always the same coordinate System in U, we can
write (2.32) in the more convenient form

da\ E <x\ (dof (<%)2 (2.33)

i / w i 7^"
Clearly the functions ^(daî) 1/ <pi{y') together with their first de-

r z
rivatives are defined and continuous at least when (z, |) c ^ x C.

Given 0<e^e0,0<^^^0 for each | e C we shall construct a séquence
of nQ déformations of the surface 27O, according to the foliowing process.

We first set

where X(z) is the vector introduced in (1.5), N(z) dénotes the positive
unit normal to Zo at X(z) and Ax is a constant. Since C is compact and
(2.34) is a purely normal déformation, there will be a constant XX(G) such
that for Kx > Xx(G) the vector X_t defines for each |eC a déformation of
the surface 2J0 which is (700 and deprived of selfintersections.

We then proceed recurrently, having defined X{^x (i 2,..., ne) in such
a way that for each | € C the déformation of 27O described by X^i is C00

and deprived of selfintersections, we introduce the unit vector Ni by the
condition that it should be orthogonal to dXmi^1 and define

Ai

By an elementary but tedious argument, it can be shown each time that,
provided we choose Xt > A? ((7, kl9 Aa,..., h-i), the metric dX_i is positive
definite and the surface described by JÇt for each | c C is O00 and deprived
of selfintersections.

The surface described by ZW0 shall be denoted by
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The family of déformations which we obtain by this process of course will
dépend of the choice of the constants e, rj, Xl9 X2,..., Xng We hâve intro-
duced thèse constants to allow ourselves a certain control over the metrics of
the resulting surfaces 270[d<xf].

In fact, the metric of 20[daf] can be written in the form

dx^ dx* + à r«;;;(A,v,)(dyi)« + o(i>, (2.36)

where o(l) is a term which can be made uniformly small for | € C by a
suitable choice of the constants Xt. This is seen as follows.

For each i 2,..., n0 we can write

dXt dX^ + <psoctvv(XlWt)dWlNt + -|-
Thus, using the définition of N^t

dXl dXl_t + ?î*; J;(AtVl)(dy,)« + 0,(l/A») (2.37)

(2.36) is obtained by a recursive application of (2.37).
For our purposes we need only restrict the term o(l) in (2.36) to satisfy

| o(l) | <dZ2/2. (2.38)

Thus each Xt need only be chosen large enough so that

Let us now dénote by %6ft the subset of n where at least one of the fonctions

(p2e, v^(Xt\pt) is not 1. It is clear that by a suitable choice of e and r\
we can make the area of Xe^ arbitratily small independently of the Xt's
(provided each of thèse is sufficiently large). In n — %Brj we shall hâve

dX*g dXz + do* + o(l) (2.39)

This, together with (2.38), is ail that we need for our applications.

2.4. We shall now proceed to show that every conformai type of Riemakn
surface of genus g can be obtained by small déformations of Zo. This resuit
will be obtained by means of the déformation process defined in the last
section. We need only construct a suitable family of metrics da\.

Let fi(x) dénote a real fonction defined and C00 for x ^ 0 and such that
a) p(x) 0 for 0<#<£, b) p(x) increases to 1 for f<#<l,
c) f}(x) 1 for x ^ 1. Let Jj for each | dénote the set of ail points of
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U which are zéros of the quadratic differential &g. We shall set for each

0<r< 1

(2.41)

Since in every compact subset of U there is only a finite number of zéros
of &g, the function pr^ is well defined. Furthermore, since the zéros of 0ç
vary continuously with f, /3r ^ and its z-derivatives will be continuous func-
tions of (z, |) in U x B.

The function (}r^ can be différent from 1 only within a distance 2r from
a zéro of &ç9 and for each f there can be at most 4gr(4gr — 4) zéros of &ç
that are contained in ~n. Therefore we can make the area of the subset of n
where /?f ^ ^é 1 as small as we please independently of J by choosing r suf-
ficiently small.

The vector X(z), by définition, gives a C°° conformai map of U onto
Un, thus for each z e U we can write

X* A(z)\dz\* (2.42)

where A(z) is positive and C°° in U.
We shall set

a\ A(z) dz (2.43)

Observe that we hâve

In addition it is easy to see that the metrics da\ for each choice of 0 < r < 1

will satisfy the conditions stated at the beginning of last section.
Given a constant y > 0 let us consider the family of surfaces

E[yda\] (2.45)

constructed by means of the déformation process with j- restricted to the
compact set BQ {\ 11 < q}.

For a given choice of y9t9r\9r the constant 6 will be determined by the
process. The constants Xl9 A2,..., X^ should be chosen big enough so that
the surfaces (2.45) are deprived of selfintersections and in addition (2.38) is
satisfied.

For each j? e BQ there exists a unique |' such that the Ribmann surface
is conformally équivalent to EQ[yda]] by a conformai map homotopic
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to the identity in 27O. The constants q, y, e, rj, r, kX) Af,..., A^ being fixed,
the point £' will be a fonction of f, let us dénote it by J' (|).

From the continuity lemma it follows easily that f'(f) is a continuous
fonction of {. Thus, in order to establish our imbedding theorem we only
need to show that for every g < 1 and ô > 0 we can choose the constants

y, e, rj, r, A1? A2,..., %m in such a way that

II'(I)-1I<<5 (2.46)
for ail £eBQ.

2.5. We will be able to assure such an inequality as (2.46) by another
application of the continuity lemma. To this end we shall obtain some estimâtes
on the dilatation of the identity map between £0(ds*) and 270[ydo|].

It will be convenient to décompose the déformation from 270(<fe|) to
2J0[ydo%] into two déformations xx and r2 defined as follows

Z0(ds*) X Z0(dX* + <p\ydo]) X Z^dXlt
Let us call Kt(z) and K2(z) the dilatations of the maps xx and t2 respec-
tively. We shall obtain separate estimâtes for thèse two fonctions.

a) Estimâtes for Kt (z). The set n will be divided into two parts : a set %

where xx may be far from being conformai and a set n — % where rt can
be assured to be close to being conformai. More precisely, % will be made up
of the complément of nB in n (where <pe^à l) and the small régions around
the zéros of &ç where j8r^ ^ 1. Because of our previous assumptions we
hâve

area # < e + (4g — 4)rcr2 (2.51)

As for Kt(z) we observe that in n — % we hâve (cfr. (2.44))

(2-52)

For z € x we can proceed as follows. We know that the map between 2J0

Zo (dX2) and 270(dtoJ) has maximal dilatation Z( (l + |||)/(l-|||).
The map between U0(dX^) and Z0(dX2 + <p\ydd\) has a dilatation Kf2

which satisfies (in view of (2.44))

(Kfr < [1 + y(l + q)'] I [1 + y(l -
Thus, in x we
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b) Estimâtes on K2(z). To estimate K2(z) we hâve to compare the metric

(cfr. (2.36)) with the metric dX^ -{- y<p\do\. We again subdivide n into
two parts: the set %BtV of section (2.3) and its complément n — %t%^.

For z en — Xe,rj we hâve (in view of (2.38) and (2.44))

K*M < l + l/2(l + y[l-g]2) (e,K*{z) < 1 - 1/2(1 + y[l-e]«) ' (2'54)

Finally, for z e xetJ we hâve

+ yyidal + dZ2/2

jj-dgff <3[1 +y(l +e)«] (2.55)
mm dx* + y<pldaî

2.6) We shall terminate the proof of the imbedding theorem by giving the
order in which the constants y, e, r\, r, X±, A2,..., A^ hâve to be chosen.

First of ail we will be given a q < 1 and a ô > 0 and will be required to
choose the yet unspecified constants so that (2.46) is satisfied. As we hâve
already observed, as long as | f | ^ g, (2.46) can be replaced by

where K j-' (|), |) dénotes the dilatation of the extremal quasiconformal map
between Z0(ds\) and SQ{ds*,).

We then proceed as follows. We find a y so large that the product of the
bounds (2.52) and (2.54) is less than (1 + d/2)2. We let K* be equal to the
product of the bounds (2.53) and (2.55). We then choose s,t],r so small
that the inequality

Ko H dA0^ôl2S$dA0 (2.62)

holds for ail | £ | ^ q This is possible, as it was shown in the continuity
lemma, since the area of % ^ %SYI can be made arbitrarily small.

It remains to fix 0 and the constants A1? A2,..., A^ However, thèse
constants may be chosen in any way that satisfies the requirements of the
déformation process.

We shall hâve then K{z) < 1 + ôj2 in n — % ^ Xe,n and K(z) < ^o in
X ^ Xs.r, f°r a^l (^) ^ Q> an(i *^e inequality (2.61) will necessarily follow.

8 CMH vol. 35
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